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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper presents excerpts of the natural text of the Citizenship Act of the Republic of Ghana, ACT 2000 

(591), as a logic theorem in First Order Logic (FOL) language. The formalism of this piece of law is done 

to allow for semantic analysis of the text by machines. The results of this research also deals with the 

problem of ambiguities in the legal text, and reveals the semantic consequence of the natural construction 

or textual structure of the piece of law; one major problem of the semantics of legal text has been the 

problem of ambiguities, which largely affects interpretations that are alluded to legal statements. Some 

constructed sentences sometimes do not reflect the semantic intentions of the composers of the sentences, 

due to inherent ambiguities or technical faults in the structure of some parts of the statements. The 

formalism of the Act in this paper provides logical proofs and deductions which are asserted to establish 

clarity and to reveal semantic errors, or otherwise preserve the semantic intentions of the Act. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

One of the major challenges in the legal practice is the complexity of expressions of legal 

language. Our legal world today is faced with two dimensions of this problem; on one hand they 

are faced with the ambiguous use of language and terminologies in legal text that makes it 

difficult for comprehension, which sometimes results into the making of fallacious conclusions 

which may occur in a claim made, facts established, arguments of lawyers or the decisions of a 

judges [1],[2]. On the other hand, they are faced with the complex nature of ambiguities itself 

which makes it difficult to identify them when they occur, which for some reason may be genuine 

or deliberate [3], or simply elusive [4],[5]. This problem presents different levels of difficulties 

for deductive reasoning through legal text for prices decision making. 
 

Legal discourse as done in courts and senate houses have shown that, assessing the logical 

implications of legal statements can be a painful exercise and complex to keep track with the 

logical connections through all aspects of legal text in application [6]. This is because the natural 

expressions of legal text does not make its logical implication apparent just by reading the text; 

the use of words, concepts, and judgments is done in almost a codified manner that rather makes 

understanding of legal text a challenge through natural or simple processes [7]. This problem has 

resulted in some researchers suggesting that, legal text should be composed in what they term as 

Plain English [8],[9] whiles others have formulated new writing mechanics for drafting legal text 

[10], which they believe would avoid ambiguity and provide comprehensibility to legal text.  
 

Language expressed in any natural form however, will require a system that would explain its 

fuzzy aspects and provide understanding to its logical semantics. The problem of semantics of 

natural language and information processing has always existed as a natural occurrence in human 
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communication system. The natural form of expressing human thought and presentation of 

information at the best of our reasoning happens with some variances in semantics [11]. One 

statement could be expressed to have several meanings, while several statements could also be 

expressed to mean the same thing. This in essence reveals the beauty and creativity in natural 

language expression, and is not a challenge in human communications by itself, especially in 

ordinary communication of life. It is however challenging when other human activities depend on 

the right intended meaning of expressed statements, as in the law courts and senate houses. 

 

Much as semantics of natural language can be very tricky, legal expressions presents more 

difficult situations, not only in the way it is being expressed, but also in the semantics ascribed to 

expressions made [12]. Legal statements as a matter of fact, are difficult to read, and also difficult 

to understand, and this is partly because legal statements are constructed with words which are 

mostly not familiar in common language expressions. Even practitioners in the domain sometimes 

allude different understanding to the same expressed statements in the legal field, and subject the 

statements to various argumentation to arrive at decisions [13]. This does not however suggest 

that legal statements do not have definite meanings and are therefore open to all kinds of 

interpretations. The rules that govern the interpretation of legal statement is quite clear in legal 

practice; what remains challenging is the problem of inherent ambiguities, incomprehensibility 

and lack of clarity in legal text, due to its form of presentation and fuzziness, and as a result poses 

the possibility of implying different meaning to the same legal statements [14], [15]. 
 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an aspect of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and computational 

linguistics that has sought to reconstruct language to close up semantic gaps, using computing 

tools[16]. NLP is a broad area that include aspects as different as, automatic translation, or 

knowledge acquisition from written or spoken texts. Natural Language Understanding as a branch 

of NLP attempts to translate natural language into a precise mathematical formalism in a way that 

will capture this informational essence of a text freed from the ambiguity and imprecision of 

human languages [17].  
 

Various types of logic, from Description Logic [18] and Horn Logic [19] to First Order Logic 

[20], Monadic Second Order[21] and various types of non-monotonic logics [22] have been used 

as the target language in this translation process. When it comes to modelling the unconstrained 

human languages, all these approaches have had at best partial success in dealing with the 

problem of ambiguities in the semantics of language.  
 

Legal language which is structured to preserve, to some extent, a pattern of logic reasoning, 

presents an opportunity to use logic as a model of it, with the purpose of reducing as much as 

possible, its residual ambiguities. Agreeably, there is a natural relation between logic and law 

[23], which has resulted in researchers focusing on the technical development of logic tools 

needed to model legal arguments adequately.  
 

In this paper, we choose First Order Logic as a formal language to process a type of legal text, the 

Citizenship Act of Ghana, and thus present it as a logic system which reveals the logical 

consequences of the natural construction of legal statements, and as well provides a mechanism 

for deductive reasoning through the complex relations and logical connections of the all aspects 

of the text.  
 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

The quest to finding absolute means to sound reasoning through expressed natural language in 

any form that avoids fallacies, in order to establish lucid semantics of information is not unique to 

this research. This research evolved around questions logicians, argumentation theorist, 

linguistics, natural language processors, computer scientist and legal practitioners have asked 
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over centuries up to date. Every domain of discipline has always sought some form of precision 

and clarity on how information is understood, presented and shared, with less effort. But the 

complexity of human language comes with this natural problem of ambiguity, which leaves 

researchers in a position of yet to absolutely bridge the semantic gap. 
 

The idea to automate legal text and the use of computational tools in the law practice dates back 

to the 1940s. Some researchers conceived and expressed the idea of an automated information 

system for legal practice through Artificial Intelligence research. They indicated that, the 

correctness of justice and judgment depends on the mastery of facts and law; the challenge 

however remains in the quantity of legislative constructions, statutes, rulings, customs and 

practices, economic background and cases that may apply to facts of clients posed to lawyers 

engaged in a litigation. They also advanced their ideas to propose an automated legal research 

system called Lawdex, which was created based on punch card technology. The proposition of 

Lawdex was to be designed as an information retrieval system that leverages efforts to find laws 

needed for particular purposes[24]. 
 

Some researchers are of the opinion that, applying logic-based techniques and rule-based 

reasoning to law, could be a lot more helpful in the development of electronic system in the legal 

domain [25]. Logic-based techniques are by far one of the promising ways to deal with 

ambiguities in legal text. Anjali and Babu discussed the various types of ambiguities that occur in 

natural language and the need for computational tools to resolve them, acknowledging that this is 

one of the ways we can have clarity in the presentation of natural language [26]. Agreeably, 

research converges to the provision of logical tools for modelling legal language as the niche to 

the success of bridging the semantic gap in natural language. These ideas have been tested and a 

lot more tools have been built proving some level of success.  
 

Even though computer scientists have proven to use logical tools for processing legal language, it 

still remains a debate among legal scholars as to whether logics exactly fits into legal reasoning 

and whether the role it plays has primary importance as stipulated by logicians and computer 

scientists. Some of these arguments led researchers to present a formal model of legal 

argumentation focusing on the reconciliation of symbolic logics and argumentation theories by 

reconstructing the fundamental pattern of legal reasoning and further implemented in Prolog 

programming language [27]. Sartor’s model advanced the argument that one important necessity 

for the analysis and evaluation of legal arguments is formalism, which offers the possibilities of 

supporting them with some computing techniques. Real arguments could go through such 

evaluation to have its analysed results extended and checked by syntactic computation. 
 

Legal formalism is a description of how legal decisions are supposed to be taken, drawing from 

logical structures to undisputable principles applied to facts. Formalism is noted to be a primary 

philosophy in decision-making processes in the legal domain, and yet remains to be a 

controversial issue among argumentation theorists, lawyers and other researchers.  
 

We agree to some extent, the position of the legal scholars, on the difference between human 

reasoning and that of computers; reasoning by intuition and analogy as done by humans, and step 

by step algorithmic processes as done by computers are completely distinct. Computers at their 

best can perform some case-based reasoning as supervised or unsupervised learning which is 

nowhere close to the power and complexity of intuitive reasoning by the human brain. However, 

we may not also be able to throw away the idea of using computational tools to achieve better 

results in the process of decision-making in legal argumentation. Even though we find the debate 

by legal scholars very healthy, we believe that the formalism of legal language should not be the 

point for contention, instead, the divergent ideas by legal scholars and logicians should be 

converged, and as a matter of fact, the two positions of opinion augment each other. The 

weakness of logic for legal reasoning presents the opportunities for assessing the structure of 
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legal language and constructing it to a form that allows for the use of logical tools; this brings us 

to formalism and modelling of legal argumentation [27] which is able to capture isomorphism to 

clarify the structure of legal reasoning. 
 

3. CITIZENSHIP OF GHANA 
 

There are several provisions by Ghanaian laws that give people access and outlines procedures 

needed to acquire citizenship of Ghana. However, “along with the Constitution of Ghana, the 

Citizenship Act (591) is the exhaustive law relating to citizenship in Ghana.”.The Act 

consolidated amendments of other citizenship laws of Ghana, and provides for the determination 

and acquisition of Citizenship of Ghana [28]. 
 

There are other relevant laws in addition to the nationality law which have effect on the access to 

Ghanaian nationality; Registration of Births and Deaths Act, 1965, National Identity Register Act, 

2008, Immigration Act, 2003, the Ghana Refugee Law, 1992.  All these laws have established in 

detail, how, when and where to attain different types of Ghanaian Citizenship (United Nations 

High Commissioner for Refugees [29], [30]. 
 

The Citizenship Act (591) consolidates and categorises the various types of Ghanaian citizenship 

into four parts. The first part describes existing citizenship by birth, which has been described by 

different constitutions at and for different periods of time or date, which are not in contraventions 

of each other. They are however put together in the Act (591) to establish all the conditions that 

are valid to ascertain citizenship of Ghana depending on the time period a person was born.  
 

The second part of the Act defines the acquisition of Ghanaian Citizenship other than by birth. 

The laws of Ghana allows person of other nationalities to register to be citizen of Ghana or 

naturalise as Ghanaians. The Act provides the various conditions a person has to satisfy to obtain 

this type of citizenship of Ghana. 
 

The third part of the Act is represented with three sections, that is, dual citizenship, renunciation 

of citizenship and deprivation of citizenship. The last part of the Act outlines miscellaneous 

provisions of the Act. This provides for all types of persons under different legal and natural 

condition to be able to have access to Ghanaian citizenship.  

 

The access to Ghanaian citizenship or nationality, and the proof of nationality are impacted by 

institutions such as the Ministry of the Interior, Ghana Immigration Service, Ghana Refugee 

Board Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Rational Integration, National Identification Authority, 

Births and Deaths Registry, and the Ministry of Local Government and Rural Development [30], 

[31].  
 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 

The modelled text of the Citizenship Act (591) of Ghana in this paper, is done to provide a 

mechanism for analysing the semantics of the natural text of the Act. The logic model reveals the 

difference in the semantic consequence on the choice and use of words between their natural and 

logic form. The logic model of the text establishes a pattern of reasoning through the text, 

contrasting all other possible wrong meaning that could be ascribed to the text either accidentally 

or deliberately, due to the ambiguous use of some words in the text. 
 

The text of the Act is constructed with logical connectives such as, if...then, or, and, and so forth. 

It is important to note that, as a general rule, the literal meaning of these logical connectives in 

natural language is always maintained in all logical use. The analysis made in this paper, reveals 
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the level of consistency between the semantics of the natural use of the logical connectives in the 

Act, and their semantic implications in the logic model of the text. 

 

4.1. FORMALISED TEXT OF THE ACT  

 

We establish in this paper, that, the textual construction of the Act presents some level of inherent 

ambiguities in its semantics. The use of some words in the internal structure of the statements 

presents different meaning in their logical consequence. This kind of confusion does not seem to 

be apparent in the natural use of the words. The logical consequence of the use of some words or 

the style of sentence structure is only made picturesque in the formal model of the text.  
 

Clarity of statements allows for comprehensibility and sound reasoning. If a statement is 

comprehensible, it reduces the possibility of wrong conclusions to be derived from it. The 

statements in the citizenship Act takes the form of antecedents and consequents; a structure that 

allows for deductive reasoning. The formalised text in this paper is therefore done to preserve 

clarity and comprehensibility of the text, and as well presents the text in a logic structure that 

allows for deductive reasoning.  
 

The logic formalism allows us to move through the propositions, systematically assessing the 

truth state of each axiom during the process of reasoning in order to establish the semantics of the 

whole statement. All consequents of the statements in the Act are derived from their antecedents 

by means of the material implication, per the use of if..then conditionals in the Act. The 

statements in the Act as well follow the semantic pattern of Γ ⊨ A, thus, for all set of premise that 

makes Γ true, or that deduces Γ, also necessarily makes A true or deduces A, and it is therefore 

impossible for a set of premise to be true and the semantic consequent to be false. This pattern is 

enforced and maintained in the formalised text. If all necessary conditions for an argument is 

established to be true then, its derived conclusion must be true.  
 

4.1.1.CONTINUATION OF EXISTING CITIZENSHIP 

 

The Section 1 of the Citizenship Act of Ghana states that “Every person who on the coming into 

force of the Constitution was a citizen of Ghana by law shall continue to be a citizen of Ghana.”  
 

Model: 
 

∃lw, gh, T_eoc law(lw) ∧ country(gh) ∧ time(T_eoc) ∧  at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc) 
 

∀xcont(Ctz(x, gh)) ↔ at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc) 
 

In this model we have defined for any person xwho has continuous, cont, citizenship of 

Ghana,gh;x should necessarily have had an existing citizenship of Ghana by law 

by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), at the time of the enforcement of the constitution, T_eoc. This model 

also connotes that, if a person has an existing citizenship of Ghana by law at the time of the 

enforcement of the constitution, then the person can have continuous citizenship of Ghana.  
 

The main challenge of the textual structure of the Section 1 of the Act is that, the statement is 

presented in a long non-punctuated sentence, which makes it difficult for readers to determine the 

scope of application of some of the entities in the text.  
 

It is important to note that, the statements in the Act are declarative sentences and therefore holds 

truth-values, and the consequents of the statements depend on the true meaning of the 

antecedents, and not how it is being interpreted by readers, even though it is possible for an 

unguided reader to infer any possible meaning to them.  
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There are several possible ways the Section 1could be contemplated, per the structure of the 

sentence in the Act depending on how readers brake down the statement. We have placed sheffer-

strokes in the statement to make other ways of reading and reason through the text clearer. 

 

Reasoning 1: Every person who on the coming into force of the Constitution  was a citizen of 

Ghana by law | shall continue to be a citizen of Ghana. 
 

Reasoning 2: Every person who on the coming into force of the Constitution was a citizen of 

Ghana by law | shall continue to be a citizen of Ghana. 
 

Reasoning 3: Every person who on the coming into force of the Constitution was a citizen of 

Ghana | by law shall continue to be a citizen of Ghana. 
 

In the Reasoning one, every person in the universe was already a Citizen of Ghana by law, at the 

time the constitution came into force. This way of reasoning through the statement presents 

citizenship at a time t for every person x, and hence would produce the following model;∀x 

person (x) → ∃t time(t) ∧ at(Ctz(x,gh), t). 
 

However this is not the intent of the statement of the Act. Persons who already had Citizenship of 

Ghana at the time the constitution came into force, are the persons being referred to, and not just 

every person in the universe being citizen of Ghana at that particular time t. The model for this 

statement however preserves its intended meaning, by presenting the statement as an atomic 

proposition with defined arguments, which clarifies that all x being referred to are specific x that 

have citizenship of Ghana by law, at time T_eoc, and these persons x are being referred to as 

persons with existing citizenship, and only such persons can have continuous citizenship. 
 

The text is also model to give a binding of the universal quantifier on persons x a narrow scope 

with respect to the binding of the existential quantifier on the time and law entities; 

∃T_eoc,lwhaving a wider scope over ∀x emphasises that, persons x can only have continuous 

citizenship at the time T_eoc, which is a necessary condition for continuous citizenship. If the 

model had presented ∀x to have a wider scope over ∃T_eoc,lw, that would have meant that, for 

every person x there exists a time T_eoc and a law lw by which he or she can become citizen. This 

scopal ambiguity is however resolved by the structure of model that is presented here. 
 

The application of the term by law in the statement presents two different meanings the statement 

in reasoning two and three, depending on how the term is applied or connected to the rest of the 

sentence. The reasoning two suggests that, the persons were citizens of Ghana by law, while the 

second suggests that, the persons were citizens of Ghana, but shall now continue to be citizens by 

law. These two presentations of the same statement do not essentially carry the same meaning. 

The application of the law shifts the whole meaning and intention of the statement.  
 

The right model ∀x at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc) ↔ cont(Ctz(x, gh)), however, is 

constructed to enforce the application of every concept to objects in the statement by means of 

defined predicates and their arguments. The axiom by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), clarifies that, at 

time T_eoc,xmust be a citizen of Ghana by law in order to have continues citizenship.  
 

We also establish that, formalism of the Section 1of the Act with a material implication may not 

work well for some instance of its deductive reasoning. We assert the validity of the model per 

the rules of material implication, the following is thus established;  
 

• if a person satisfies at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc),  and such a person necessarily 

satisfies cont(Ctz(x, gh)) as well, then the argument  

∀x at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc) → cont(Ctz(x, gh)) is valid.  
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• If a person does not satisfy at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc), and as well does not 

satisfy cont(Ctz(x, gh)), then, the argument is still valid.  

 

• However, if a person does not satisfy at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc), but satisfies 

cont(Ctz(x, gh)), the argument will still remain valid; this is because, at(by(existing(Ctz(x, 

gh)), lw), T_eoc) should not be the only proposition that should deduce  cont(Ctz(x, gh)) 

according to the material conditional deduction rules. There should be other propositions 

that should deduce cont(Ctz(x, gh)).  
 

The challenge of the material implication in last assertion above is that, the definition of 

continuous citizenship in the context of the Act is constructed to be a consequent of only persons 

who already had citizenship at the time the constitutions came into force, that is, existing 

citizenship. However, the text conditional provided in the Act does implements a unidirectional 

material implication, which does not enforce the intended deduction of cont(Ctz(x, gh)) to be 

based on only at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc). So, even though the argument is valid for an 

instance where x does not satisfy at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc) but satisfies cont(Ctz(x, 

gh)), changes the semantics consequence in the context of the Act. Emphatically, Persons who did 

not have existing citizenship by law, at the time the constitution came into force, cannot have 

continuous citizenship, and therefore should not be valid in the context of the Act as well as the 

logical formalism. 
 

We therefore denote that, a material bi-conditional implication resolves this problem (which is 

not the way the statement was constructed in the Act), and maintains the semantics of the intent 

of the Act, thus; 
 

cont(Ctz(x, gh)) ↔  at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc).  
 

This is to say that, a person can have continuous citizenship, if and only if such a person satisfies  

at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc).  
 

Therefore;  

cont(Ctz(x, gh)) →  at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc)and  

at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc) → cont(Ctz(x, gh)). 
 

The antecedent at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc) therefore becomes a necessary and 

sufficient condition for a person to have continuous citizenship. 
 

Based on the bi-conditional implication, the argument cont(Ctz(x, gh)) ↔   at(by(existing(Ctz(x, 

gh)), lw), T_eoc) is not valid for two instances elaborated in the validity check in the formp → q 

and q → p. For; 
 

P: cont(Ctz(x, gh)) →  at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc) 
 

q: at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc) → cont(Ctz(x, gh)) 
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For every instance of x, at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc) is necessary for cont(Ctz(x, gh)), 

and cont(Ctz(x, gh)) is sufficient for at(by(existing(Ctz(x, gh)), lw), T_eoc). This satisfies the 

intended semantic consequence of the natural statement in the citizenship Act. The logic structure 

here emphasis that, a person must have existing citizenship before he or she can acquire 

continuous citizenship of Ghana. This condition is however not made firm by the structure of 

natural expression of the text in the Act. The logical implication expressed in the text of the Act 

(which is an unintended outcome or misrepresentation by the use of textual implication) allows 

for a person to have continuous citizenship without necessarily having an existing citizenship of 

Ghana. The Act in converse seeks to establish that the, there are no other means of having 

continuous citizenship except for the condition of having existing citizenship, which 

unfortunately was misrepresented by the choice and use of material implication in the text. 
 

One of the important factors that determine the semantics of a statement, is the entities in the 

statements and how they relate with each other in the sentence structure. The true meaning of a 

statement can be easily thrown off if the intended relations of the objects in the internal structure 

of the statements are misplaced or misinterpreted. The literal intended meaning of statements of 

the Act as well as their legal implications can be easily misinterpreted if a reader is not guided, 

since that is one of the generic problems of natural language.  
 

A logical construction of the statements in the Act required that, entities in the statements are 

clearly identified, as well as establish how these entities relate. This can be very challenging, 

because, some words are implied differently in the Act from their generic or lateral usage, which 

creates the problem of ambiguities in the Act. We therefore establish through this model, that, a 

material implication will not work for this piece of law when asserted logically. A bi-conditional 

implication however provides adequate logical intention for the Section 1of the Act. 
 

4.1.2. PERSONS BORN BEFORE 6/3/57 

 

The Section 3 of the Act describes a citizenship type defined for persons born before the 

independence of Ghana. This citizenship type is not based on any known law preceding the 

independence of Ghana. It is however a citizenship by birth obtained by decent which is also a 

legal means of attaining citizenship in Ghana even though we do not have any conditions defining 

citizenship by decent in the Act.  
 

According to the Act, there exists a time t which is the date of the independence of Ghana, such 

that every person x born before that time born(x, before(t)) is citizen of Ghana by birth 

byBirth(Ctz(x, gh)), but on the basis that the person should be born in Ghana born(x, in(gh)), and 

at least one of his parents was born in Ghana born(p, in(gh)), or grandparent was born in Ghana 

born(gp, in(gh)). The use of p for parent provides a variable for either mother or father, thus, 

parent(p, x) → father(p, x) ∨ mother(p, x). The same is done with the use of gp as a variable for 
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any of the grandparents of x who is a parent of p, grandparent(gp, x) → parent(p, x) ∧ parent(pg, 

p). The model is as follows; 
 

∃t,x  time(t) ∧ person (x) ∧  time(t)=03.06.57 ∧ born(x, before(t)) 

father(p, x) ∨ mother(p, x) 

parent(p, x) → father(p, x) ∨ mother(p, x) 

grandparent(gp, x) → parent(p, x) ∧ parent(gp, p) 

∃p parent(p, x) ∧ born(p, in(gh)) 

∃gpgrandparent(gp, x) ∧ born(gp, in(gh)) 
 

∃t, p, gp time(t) = 03.06.57 ∧ born(x, in(gh)) ∧ born(x, before(t)) ∧ parent(p, x) ∧ grandparent(gp, 

x) ∧ [born(p, in(gh)) ∨ born(gp, in(gh))] → byBirth(Ctz(x, gh))  
 

∃p, parent(p, x) ∧¬ born(x, in(gh)) ∧ born(p, in(gh)) →  byBirth(Ctz(x, gh))  

Again we come across a very trick sentence structure in the Act that is open ended. In both 

subsections, the model revealed that, the citizenship of any arbitrary x is dependent on only the 

birth places of the parent or grandparent as external factors, and thus, born(p, in(gh)) ∨ born(gp, 

in(gh)). Person x per these conditions derives citizenship from p and gp. The tricky aspect is that 

the citizenship state of p and gp is not known within this piece of law. 
 

The possible interpretations which introduces the twist to the semantics of this section is that, if 

the condition born(p, in(gh)) ∨ born(gp, in(gh)) is satisfied, and p and gp do not have citizenship 

of Ghana, x will still qualify to be citizen of Ghana as implied by this Section of the Act. 

However, this may not work even for the literal inference for having citizenship of Ghana. That is 

because, parents of x not being Ghanaian, irrespective of their citizenship, may as well mean that 

such parents, through whom x drives citizenship from, may not originally be Ghanaians by birth. 
 

If another variable y is introduced satisfying all the conditions of this Section 3 as child of x 

whose citizenship is yet to be determined. Such a y will still qualify to be citizen of Ghana as long 

as the birth place of x is Ghana, and this should not be the case even though that is how it is being 

per the text of the Act. The model below is done to support the argument we have advanced on 

Section 3 so far; 
 

parent(x, y)  

grandparent(gp, x)  

∃t, ∀y  time(t) ∧ person (y) ∧  time(t)=03.06.57 ∧ 

born(y, before(t)) 

∃gpgrandparent(gp, y) ∧ born(gp, in(gh)) 

∃t, p, gptime(t) = 03.06.57 ∧ born(y, in(gh)) ∧ born(y, before(t)) ∧ parent(x, y) → byBirth(Ctz(y, 

gh))  
 

In the model above, y derives citizenship from x who has already been defined in the previous 

model as a person born in Ghana. By definition of the law, this is sufficient for y to be citizen of 

Ghana, even though the citizenship of x is yet to be asserted. This presents a problem of inherent 

fallacy in this Section of the law. That is because, it presents a situation of affirming a person to 

be citizen by birth whose parents may not have citizenship of Ghana, which defies some rules of 

obtaining citizen of Ghana. 
 

The semantics of the natural presentation of this text can be resolved, if the relationship 

established by the law between the antecedent and the consequent is more of causal relationship 

than a logical deductive relationship. By this, we can say that, born(p, in(gh)) ∨ born(gp, in(gh)) 

is part of the system that causes x to be citizen of Ghana by birth, since it is considered relevant 

by the constitution. This makes this type of citizenship of Ghana an empirical event other than a 

logic condition.  
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The causal effect relationship in this piece of law rest on some qualitative theoretical 

assumptions; the assumption that parents or grandparents of persons born in Ghana before the 

independence of Ghana have citizenship of Ghana by decent. Even though stating this as an 

axiom in a logical proposition works well, the possibilities of occurrences of such persons not 

being Ghanaians will always result in a logical fallacy which is undesirable for any logic system. 

The probabilistic cause of a parent or a grandparent born in Ghana but not Ghanaian will result 

into x not being Ghanaian as well. As solution to the preserve the intended semantics in the Act, 

this study presents the consequents of Section 3 of the Act as a causal effect of the antecedent 

other than as logical effect. Thus; 
 

P(¬ Ctz(x, gh) | ¬ [Ctz(p, gh) ∨Ctz(gp, gh)]). 

 

4.1.3. PERSONS BORN ON OR AFTER 6/3/57 BUT BEFORE 22/8/69 
 

The type citizenship by birth defined in the Section 4of the Actwas enforced by the first 

parliamentary elections in Ghana, where we have two time periods that generally defines it; a 

person x, born on or after 6th March 1957which is the independence date of Ghana which we call 

t1, thus, born(x, on(t1) ∨ born(x, after(t1)),  and before 22
nd

 August 1969 which we call t2, thus, 

born(x, before(t2)), qualifies to be citizen of Ghana by birth, if x was born in or outside Ghana; 

this general qualifying criteria also depends on the birth place and citizenship status of the 

parents, grandparents and/or great grandparents of x, all these criteria are asserted together to 

determine this type of citizenship for x.  
 

What is interesting in this part of the Act as a results of the logic model is that, the natural use of 

the or disjunction implies that;x can be born on t1 only, born(x, on(t1)),  or x can be born after 

t1only,born(x, after(t1)), or, x can be born on t1and after t1 at the same time . However, it is not 

possible in real sense for a person to be born on two different dates, as implied by the inclusive 

use of the or disjunction in the statement. The use of either in the text would have enforced an 

exclusionary application of the disjunction to maintain the intended logical semantics of the 

statement. This study enforces the semantic intention of the statement, by the use of the exclusive 

disjunction, which takes out the possibility of the occurrence of born(x,on(t1)) and born(x, 

after(t1)) at the same time. The statement is therefore modelled as follows; 
 

∃t1, t2time(t1)=03.06.57 ∧ time(t2)=22.08.69 

∀x born(x, on(t1) ⨁  born(x, after(t1)) ∧ born(x, before(t2))  
 

A person defined by the model above can be citizen of Ghana by birth if he or she satisfies either 

of the two conditions in Section 4(1) of the Act. Section 4(1)(a) is specified for persons born in or 

outside Ghana; the law requires that either of the parents of the person should be born in Ghana, 

and at least a grandparent or great grandparent of the person should be born in Ghana.  
 

Here again, the exclusive use of the disjunction either (used in the Act) for the parents of x being 

born in Ghana, puts a twists on some parts of the semantics in the statement; either of the parents 

of person x would mean that, either the mother or the father of x, and not both of them being born 

in Ghana. By extension, x qualifies for citizenship of Ghana, if, only the mother of x was born in 

Ghana, or if, only the father of x was born in Ghana. Person x however, is not qualified if both 

mother and father are born in Ghana, according to the exclusionary use of the disjunctive either as 

naturally expressed in the Act. This however, does not conform to the common sense of the law. 

The inclusive use of the disjunction or in born([father(p, x) ∨ mother(p, x)], in(gh)), will rather 

maintain the intended semantics of the statement. The inclusive use of the disjunction, would 

imply that, both mother and father born in Ghana does not violate the ascertaining of citizenship 

by person x. The model is as follows;  
 

Persons born in Ghana: 
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father(p, x) ∨ mother(p, x) 

parent(p, x) → father(p, x) ∨ mother(p, x) 

grandparent(gp, x) → parent(p, x) ∧ parent(gp, p) 

greatgrandparent (ggp, x) → grandparent(gp, x) ∧ parent(ggp, gp) 
 

Therefore;  
 

∃x,p, gp, ggp 
 

parent(p, x)∧ grandparent(gp, x) ∧ greatgparent(ggp, x)  ∧ born(x, in(gh)) ∧ born([father(p, x) ∨ 

mother(p, x)] , in(gh)) ∧ [born(gp, in(gh))  ∨ born(ggp, in(gh))] 

 

Persons born outside Ghana: 

∃x,p, gp, ggp 
 

parent(p, x) ∧ grandparent(gp, x) ∧ greatgparent(ggp, x) ∧ ¬ born(x, in(gh))  ∧ born(p, in(gh)) ∧ 

[born(gp, in(gh)) ∨ born(ggp, in(gh))] 
 

Therefore; 
 

∀x [born(x, in(gh)) ⨁ ¬ born(x, in(gh))] ∧ [born(x, on(t1) ⨁ born(x, after(t1))] ∧ born(x, 

before(t2))] → ∃p, gp, ggp parent(p, x) ∧ grandparent(gp, x) ∧ greatgparent(ggp, x)  ∧ 

born([father(p, x) ∨ mother(p, x)] , in(gh)) ∧ [born(gp, in(gh))  ∨ born(ggp, in(gh))] → 

byBirth(Ctz(x, gh))   
 

∀x,∃p, gp born(x, in(gh)) ∧ parent(p, x) ∧ ¬ born(p, in(gh)) ∧  grandparent(gp, x) ∧ born(gp, 

in(gh)) → byBirth(Ctz(x, gh))   
 

The Section 4(2) of the Act defines person x to claim its citizenship through a parent, 

claimedThrough(Ctz(x, gh), p), a grandparent, claimedThrough( Ctz(x, gh), gp), or great 

grandparent claimedThrough( Ctz(x, gh), ggp). The law emphasises that, if p or gp or ggp through 

whom x claims citizenship lose their citizenship at the time of birth of x, x will in effect not be 

citizen of Ghana by birth.  
 

∃p, gp, ggp 
 

parent(p, x) ∧ grandparent(gp, x) ∧ greatgparent(ggp, x) ∧ [claimedThrough( Ctz(x, gh), p) 

∨claimedThrough( Ctz(x, gh), gp) ∨claimedThrough( Ctz(x, gh), ggp) ] ∧ [at( ¬ Ctz(p, gh), 

birth(x)) ∧ at( ¬ Ctz(gp, gh), birth(x)) ∧ at( ¬ Ctz(ggp, gh), birth(x))]→ ¬ Ctz(x, gh) 
 

The Section 4(3) of the Act also emphasises the importance of p and gp having citizenship of 

Ghana, and even the type of citizenship they must possess for x to be able  to claim citizenship 

through them, thus; 
 

by(at([Ctz(father(p,x))∨Ctx(mother(p,x))],birth(x)),registration)⨁by(at([Ctz(father(p,x)) 

∨Ctx(mother(p,x))], birth(x)), naturalization).  
 

The implication of the literal use of the disjunction in this section is problematic. A parent should 

have citizenship of Ghana either by registration or naturalisation and not both type of citizenship 

at the same time. The citizenship status of a parent that qualifies x can be the father or mother, or 

both at same time. This is enforced by the right use of the disjunctive connectives in the model.  
 

The Section 3(a) and 3(b) in the Act are the same but are separated as different conditions. The 

difference lies in the use of both for persons born outside Ghana in Section 3(b) in place of either 

for persons born in Ghana in Section 3(a). Hence, the first part of the statement is modeled as; 
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∃t1,t2 time(t1) ∧ time(t)=03.06.57 ∧ time(t2) ∧ time(t2)=22.08.69 

∀x born(x, in(gh)) ∧  [born(x, on(t1) ⨁ born(x, after(t1))] ∧  born(x,  

before(t2))] → ∃p father(p, x) ∨ mother(p, x) ∧ by(at( [Ctz(father(p,x)) ∨Ctz(mother(p,x))], 

birth(x)), registration) ⨁  by(at([Ctz(father(p, x)) ∨Ctz(mother(p,x))], birth(x)), naturalization) → 

byBirth(Ctz(x, gh)) 
 

The use of both is to emphasise that, one parent alone, whether mother or father being born in 

Ghana does not form part of the qualifying criteria for persons born outside Ghana. Both parents 

at least should be born in Ghana. The use of both therefore will function as conjunctive 

connective in the statement.  
 

∃t1,t2 time(t1) ∧ time(t)=03.06.57 ∧ time(t2) ∧ time(t2)=22.08.69 

∀x born(x, in(gh)) ∧  [born(x, on(t1) ∨ born(x, after(t1))] ∧  born(x, 

before(t2))] →∃p father(p, x) ∨ mother(p, x) ∧ by(at( [Ctz(father(p,x)) ∧Ctz(mother(p,x))], 

birth(x)), registration) ⨁  by(at([Ctz(father(p, x)) ∧Ctz(mother(p,x))], birth(x)), naturalization) → 

byBirth(Ctz(x, gh)) 
 

4.1.4. PERSONS BORN ON OR AFTER 22/8/69 

 

The Section 5of the Act is defined for persons born on or after the date of enforcement of the 

1960 constitution of Ghana. It follows the same definition as the previous section, but with a new 

time stamp time(t3) =24.09.79, by which x has to be born at t2 in the previous section but before 

t3. The parentp is also defined to have citizenship of Ghana. However, gp does not form part of 

the criteria for x to claim citizenship, and this is because, p being citizen of Ghana remains 

sufficient for x to claim citizenship through p without seeking to extend claim of citizenship 

through gp. The citizenship of p however, should be valid at the time x was born, otherwise, x 

will not be able to claim citizenship through p. This emphasises the importance of Citizenship of 

p or gp having effect on the Citizenship of x, which is in converse description of ascertaining 

citizenship in the Section 3 of the Act. The model for the Section 3 of the Act is as follows; 
 

∃t3time(t3) =24.09.79  
 

∀x [born(x, in(gh)) ⨁ ¬ born(x, in(gh)) ] ∧  [born(x, on(t2) ⨁ born(x, after(t2))] ∧  born(x, 

before(t3))] → ∃p parent(p, x) ∧ [at( Ctz(p, gh), birth(x))] → byBirth(Ctz(x, gh)). 

 

4.1.5. PERSONS BORN ON OR AFTER 24/9/79 

 

Section 6 of the Act implements citizenship defined from the 1979 constitution of Ghana. The 

citizenship of x is also the same as that of Section 5 of the Act, but with a time stamp of t4. Here 

again, the definition states explicitly that p or gp should have citizenship of Ghana as a criteria for 

x to claim his or her citizenship through them.   
 

∃x,t4,p,gp born(x, in(gh))  ∧ time(t4)=07.01.93  

∧ [born(x, on(t3)) ⨁ born(x, after(t3))] ∧  born(x, before(t4))]  

∧parent(p, x)  

∧grandparent(gp, x)  

∧[ at( Ctz(father(p, x)), birth(x)) ∨ at( Ctz(mother(p, x)), birth(x))] 

∨Ctz(grandparent(gp, x)), birth(x)) 
 

Sections 6(b) is similar to 6(a), but x can only claim citizenship through p in 6(a).  

∃x,t4,p,gp ¬ born(x, in(gh))  ∧ time(t4)=07.01.93  

∧ [born(x, on(t3)) ⨁ born(x, after(t3))] ∧  born(x, before(t4))]  

∧parent(p, x)  

∧[ at( Ctz(father(p, x)), birth(x)) ∨ at( Ctz(mother(p, x)), birth(x))] 
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4.1.6. PERSONS BORN ON OR AFTER 7/1/93  

 

The Section 7 of the Act provides that, a person is citizen of Ghana by birth if he or she is born on 

or after the stipulated date in the provision, and at the time of his birth either [emphasis added] of 

his parents was citizen of Ghana. Either of the parents of the person, to mean that, if only the 

mother of the person was citizen of Ghana, or, if only the father of the person was citizen of 

Ghana, but not both of them with citizenship of Ghana at the same time, according to the 

exclusive use of the disjunctive either.  
 

The disjunctive either in the Section 7 just as in the other sections might  have not been intended 

for its exclusive use, but it does however presents different logical consequence for the statements 

it connects, this is because  (as elaborated in the other sections)  the  default literal and structural 

use either implies exclusivity.  
 

∃t4time(5)=07.01.93  

∀x born(x, in(gh)) ⨁  ¬born(x, in(gh))]  

→ ∃t4, p, gpborn(x, on(t4) ∨ born(x, after(t4))]    

∧parent(p, x)  

∧grandparent(gp, x)  

∧ [ at( [Ctz(father(p, x)) ∨Ctz(mother(p, x))], birth(x)) ∨ at( Ctz(gp, gh), birth(x))]  

→ byBirth(Ctz(x, gh)) 
 

4.1.7. FOUNDLINGS  
 

The Citizenship of a child x whose is found in Ghana, found(x, in(gh)) whose age is not more than 

seven years, age(x) < 8,  and whose parents are unknown ¬ known(p), is considered to be a 

citizen of Ghana by default. This type of citizenship is based on some assumption and therefore 

cannot be logically queried beyond the assumption. 

∀x child(x) → ∃p, parent(p, x) ∧ age(x) < 8 ∧ found(x, in(gh)) ∧ ¬ known(p) → by Birht(Ctz(x, 

gh)) 
 

The composition of some aspects of the law makes it challenging to process, especially for 

proofing complete logical deductions. While some aspects present open-ended statements, others 

are defined with limited logical provision. 
 

Thus far, all the logical theorems provided in this study specifies or defines the various type of 

criteria for a person to obtain citizenship of Ghana. Each level of definition is uniquely defined by 

time stamps that determine the conditions that apply at the specified times. We will like to 

emphasise that, each stage of the model defined by each section of the Act presents sufficient 

premises for a person to be citizen of Ghana by birth. 
 

Some of the interesting issues that are found in this discussion brings to bare other meanings 

presented by the statements of the pieces of law through formalism, which is quite different from 

the intention of the framing of the law, and reveal different semantics from the composition of the 

text made in their literal use. The analysis done by this paper affirms the importance of words and 

their meaning in legal statements which have always been debated in legal discourse in order to 

ascertain the implication of statements in decision-making processes.  
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Researchers in computer science, specifically in AI, have provided some tools to deal with the 

semantic problems in legal language, and are still generally seeking to provide improved versions 

of tools that exist, as well as new ones that can present legal language in crisp logical form that 

avoids confusion in the semantics of legal texts, as well as tools that can perform legal reasoning 
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in legal argumentation for precision in decision- making [31]. All of these converge to the fact 

that “…it is a necessary condition for a judicial condition to be legally justified that it coheres 

with some part of the established law” [32]; established law as a knowledge base to legal 

processes and systems, and coherence to the law as system of deductive reasoning for decision-

making, which as yet remains a challenge, because there is no single robust logical system that 

can deal with this difficulty entirely[33]. 
 

In this paper, we explored the possibility of having an entire established law as a logic theorem, a 

form that generally revealed unintended or elusive semantic errors in natural expressions of the 

text, and as well preserve a sound reasoning mechanism through the text. We chose to formalise 

the Citizenship Act of Ghana which is a piece of law that presents technical and complex 

interconnected facts, thought processes and various kinds of deductive reasoning in its 

application. By this formalism, we have been able to semantically analyse the difference in the 

logical sequences of words in their natural use in the Citizenship Act and establish logical 

correctness in some aspects of the Act. Some of the interesting aspects in this formalism showed 

that, the use of the material implication and the exclusive or inclusive use of disjunctions have 

been particularly found in some cases not reflecting the logic intentions of the Act. The logic 

models also presents the text of the Act in a form that removes or minimizes ambiguities and 

establishes clarity for comprehensibility, and can as well serve as a deductive logic tool for the 

augmentation of decision-making in legal systems. 
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